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There's an extra special way to enjoy Walt Disney World and this book is your guide. Hunting for

Hidden Mickeys (images of Mickey Mouse cleverly concealed in WDW's theme parks, restaurants,

hotels, and other areas by Disney artists and designers) is fun for all and a bona fide vacation

mission for many Disney World fans. Author Steve Barrett adds to the fun by organizing the search

into six separate scavenger hunts, complete with clues, hints, and points to be scored. There's a

hunt for each of the four major theme parks, plus one for the resorts, and one for all the other areas.

Compete with family and friends, or just use the Index to Mickey's Hiding Places in the back of the

book to look for Mickey wherever you find yourself in WDW. This guidebook to WDW's best kept

secrets has been completely updated in this new fourth edition. You'll find more than 200 new

Mickey sightings-over 800 hidden Mickeys in all!
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"A clever diversion. . . Think of it as a scavenger hunt on a grand scale." -- Robert Feder, Chicago

Sun-Times Sunday Travel Section, November 23, 2003,"Hidden Mickeys" was awarded Readers

Preference Reviews' 2003 Editor's Choice Award for Travel. -- Readers Preference Reviews"Once

we found these cleverly camouflaged Hidden Mickeys, we had an itch to search for more." -- Naples

Daily News, July 13, 2003, by James Lilliefors"The book is paperbound nirvana for all Disney fans

who tour the parks on the lookout for the unmistakable shape." -- Allan Halcrow, Editor, FantasyLine

Express, October 2003Barrett organizes his nearly 400 documented Hidden Mickeys in scavenger

hunts. . . .[with] detailed hints . . . for those who get stuck. -- Kimberly Scholz in Travel Weekly on



March 17, 2003Check out our favorite new titles&#x85; "Hidden Mickeys" offers six scavenger

hunts&#x97;complete with clues. -- Endless Vacation, May-June 2003,Six scavenger hunts

designed to give you a unique look at Disney World. -- Bottom Line Tomorrow on April 2003The

book is paperbound nirvana for all Disney fans who tour the parks on the lookout for the

unmistakable shape. -- Allan Halcrow in FantasyLine Express on October 2003The cutest travel

book for families headed for Florida&#x92;s Disney World. . . . a delightful supplement to other

guide books. -- Bob Spear, The Heartstrings Newsletter, March-April 2003 --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Hunting for Hidden Mickeys adds lots of extra fun to a Walt Disney World vacation--and not a penny

to the cost.

purchased as gift

the kids loved finding hidden mickeys with this book, we used it as a seek and find

In this book, there are scavenger hunts for each park for hidden mickeys with varying points for

each one found (since some are harder than others to spot). We bagged the scavenger hunts, but

we did read the "hints" section to actually find exactly where they were so that we could help the

kids spot them. They totally got into this and were finding hidden mickeys everywhere (I think some

were more in their head than anything else, but who cares). And, my 8 year old son was super

proud of himself when he even spotted a hidden R2D2 in the Great Movie Ride (look for it in the

hieroglyphics in the Indiana Jones section). If you have older kids or have been to Disney a handful

of times and are looking for a way to do something different to keep the trip exciting (not that you'd

need to!), a competitive scavenger hunt from this book would be super fun.

I purchased this because I thought it could be a great activity to use while waiting in line in Disney

World. I am a seasoned Mousketeer, so I'm always looking for new Disney info.This guide seems

like it would be great for lines, except that the index is not particularly convenient to quickly find out

what page a specific attraction is on.However, I love that it is more hints than, "Hey, look to your left,

you will see a Hidden Mickey in the chandelier!". It doesn't completely ruin the spirit of discovery!

This book has been a great help to me since the second edition when I first found out about it. Since



then I've gotten every edition for finding new ones. I love going to any Disney park and looking for

these Hidden Mickey's and take photos of each and every one. It's amazing how much attention to

detail the Imagineers put into everything they do and since they can't sign anything, they make a

little HM somewhere on their work. Mr. Barrett has a keen eye for finding these things, too! Keep it

up Steve, and looking for the Sixth edition with many more new ones!

This is fun to read , the hints help you to know approx. where you might go to look for hidden

Mickeys with out telling you where they are. The work in finding them is still up to you .

Unfortunatley I didn't find any by way of book but another guest was trying to show his mother

where one was and I overheard and joined in with them ...It was my first and they are right the first

is so magical!

It wasn't and easy read and is very technical. Not what I was looking for.

I ordered this book before our trip last November, and my 10-year-old daughter, her Mom and I had

a great time looking for the elusive Mickeys. Only problem was that my daughter loved the book so

much that she took it into a restroom stall with her and actually dropped it into the toilet by

accident...guess I'll be needing a new copy before our next WDW vacation - we only found a

fraction of the Mickeys listed in the book. What a fun diversion, especially when you're waiting in

line!
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